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ABSTRACT
Author
Title

Perttu Hämäläinen
Novel applications of real-time audiovisual signal processing
technology for art and sports education and entertainment

This thesis explores the possibilities of real-time audiovisual signal
processing in the context of human-computer interfaces. Novel embodied
interaction applications are presented, including two computer games
controlled by body movements and voice, two computer games played by
singing, software and an installation for creating clay animation, and
interactive video “magic” mirrors for martial arts training. The common
denominators for the case studies are 1) the use of cameras and
microphones as the input devices, 2) processing and analyzing the
audiovisual input to generate visual feedback that can make it easier for
the users to detect and correct errors in their performance, and 3) a holistic
approach to interaction design, including not only the user and a computer,
but the context of interaction as well, e.g., the social setting and the
differences between the real and the virtual environments.
In edutainment (education and entertainment) software, the interface
sets the limits for the user’s actions. The thesis demonstrates how
embodied interaction can widen the scope of edutainment to encompass
new skills, in this case martial arts, singing, and modelling and animating
clay. The thesis also contributes to computer vision technology in the form
of practical vision systems that interpret low-level image features
according to the application context. For example, in Kick Ass Kung-Fu,
an embodied martial arts game, several simultaneous users can fight
against computer-generated virtual enemies. The players can wield
weapons such as swords, and no specific clothing or markers are needed.
Keywords

computer vision, interaction design, signal processing,
mixed reality, sports, animation, music, computer games
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Tekijä
Otsikko

Perttu Hämäläinen
Uusia reaaliaikaiseen kuvan- ja äänenkäsittelyteknologiaan
perustuvia järjestelmiä taiteen ja liikunnan harjoitteluun

Käyttöliittymäteknologia, esimerkiksi syöttölaite, rajoittaa usein käyttäjän
toimintaa
ohjelmistosovelluksissa.
Kehollisen
vuorovaikutuksen
teknologiat ja käytännöt mahdollistavat yhä useampien taitojen,
esimerkiksi liikunnan ja musiikin harjoittelemisen digitaalisissa
ympäristöissä.
Väitöskirjatyössä kehitettiin uusia kehollisia oppiviihdesovelluksia ja
käyttöliittymäprototyyppejä, mukaanlukien kaksi keholla ja äänellä
pelattavaa tietokonepeliä, kaksi laulamalla pelattavaa tietokonepeliä, vahaanimaatio-ohjelmisto ja –installaatio sekä vuorovaikutteisia videopeilejä
kamppailulajien ja akrobatian harjoitteluun. Projekteja yhdistää se, että 1)
tietokoneen syöttölaitteina käytetään kameraa ja/tai mikrofonia, 2)
käyttäjälle tuotetaan virheiden havaitsemista ja korjaamista avustavaa
visuaalista palautetta kuva- ja äänisyötteen analyysiin perustuen ja 3)
vuorovaikutussuunnittelua pyritään lähestymään kokonaisvaltaisesti siten,
että
käyttäjän
ja
teknologian
lisäksi
huomioidaan
myös
vuorovaikutustilanne, esimerkiksi sosiaalinen ympäristö ja tosi- ja
virtuaalimaailmojen väliset erot.
Väitöskirjatyössä kehitettiin myös uutta tietokonenäköteknologiaa
käytettävyyssuunnittelun vaatimusten mukaisesti. Esim. kamppailupeli
Kick Ass Kung-Fu:ssa useat pelaajat voivat taistella yhteistyössä
tietokonevastustajia vastaan. Pelin tietokonenäkö ei aseta rajoituksia
vaatetuksen tai käytettävien aseiden suhteen.
Avainsanat

tietokonenäkö, vuorovaikutussuunnittelu, signaalinkäsittely, liikunta, animaatio, musiikki, tietokonepelit
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1

INTRODUCTION
"Lihavat lapset saatava liikkeelle" (Obese children need exercise), states a
headline in Helsingin Sanomat, a national Finnish newspaper on Sunday,
6th of March 2005 [41]. The article discusses the increasing percentage of
overweight children and the role of information technology. The author of
the article, Mikael Fogelholm, is not alone. Over the years, it has been a
common concern in the media that computers and video games compete
with sports as children's leisure activities. Many studies suggest that
computers and video games promote a sedentary lifestyle and contribute to
the increase of obesity [98][116].
Digitally promoted obesity, however, is only a part of a more profound
problem. Computers have become part of our everyday lifestyle, but
human-computer interaction (HCI) is still largely based on a simplified
view of humans as sedentary beings with the brain to think and fingers to
type with. Unless a more holistic, embodied view becomes prevalent, the
digitalization of every-day experiences can deprive us of the physical
aspects of life. Sports video games are an example of this, especially if
they are not an addition but a replacement for the actual physical activity.
This thesis, among many others, describes attempts to remedy this by
developing human-computer interfaces that engage the user’s body and
voice in the interaction.
There is a growing body of related research on novel human-computer
interaction paradigms and technology. In a wider perspective, this thesis is
a part of the age-old philosophical and scientific debate over the
relationship of the human mind and body. Historically, influential
religions and philosophers (e.g., Descartes) have promoted a dualistic
view of humans as immortal minds inhabiting material, machine-like
bodies (see, e.g., Bracken and Thomas [13], Robinson and Groves [99],
and Wikipedia [19]). In light of modern science, the mind and the body
seem inseparable: many aspects of human behaviour can be explained
trough natural selection and genetic adaptation [121], neurological causes
for mental disorders have been found [28], and there is evidence
suggesting that physical exercise can promote mental health, e.g., by
alleviating depression [88][122]. Related to HCI, Dourish has investigated
human-computer interaction from an anti-Cartesian, phenomenological
point of view [34]. His notion of embodied interaction, a unifying view of
physical and social computing with focus on users as embodied agents, is
something that could be used as an umbrella term for the developments
described in this thesis.
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1.1 Research questions
This thesis has the following main research questions:
• What kind of novel educational software can be created with help
of real-time video and audio signal processing technology applied
to human-computer interaction? In all the experiments described in
this thesis, one doesn't use a computer with traditional control
devices, such as a keyboard and a mouse. Instead, a camera and a
microphone are used as the eyes and the ears of the computer, so
that one can move and shout to interact with the software. This
kind of perceptual and embodied interaction has been researched
for decades, but with the decreasing cost of video and computer
hardware, the range of real-life applications has increased
dramatically during the past few years.
• If novel educational software can be developed, what is the role of
the user interface and interface technology?
1.2 Research process

Figure 1. The research and design approach as a combination of aesthetics, values and
tools.

The research questions were not clear at the beginning, but rather emerged
from HCI experiments motivated by a combination of personal values and
my scientific and artistic background. The research process can be
considered an exploration of the space of possibilities in the centre of the
Venn diagram in Figure 1. One of my main values is that I should be
doing something useful, hence the educational theme of the thesis. My
artistic background has given me a certain vision of the aesthetics of HCI,
a desire to create engaging interactive experiences. Complementing this,
my scientific background has given me interesting tools to explore: novel
audiovisual signal processing and computer vision technology.
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1.3 Scope: a collection of case studies
HCI literature is nowadays rife with studies of novel user interfaces and
interaction design. The topic is approached from various angles, of which
at least the following are relevant here:
• Case studies that propose and evaluate new ideas. This is mainly
what this thesis is about. Case studies often contribute to the
field by introducing and evolving reusable interface elements.
For example, alternatives for the traditional drop-down menu
have been developed [5], novel metaphors have been proposed
in addition to the conventional thrash cans, folders etc. [128],
and interface elements have been enhanced with animations and
real-time transformations [6][21][124]. Case studies try out
design methods and guidelines, and describe problems and
possible solutions related to novel applications, ranging from
utility software to art, entertainment and baffling innovations
that people create simply because they can. Successful case
studies also act as inspiration for researchers and designers.
Series of case studies often provide insight on the properties of
emerging classes of interfaces and applications, as in the case of
the perceptive spaces and physically interactive story
environments by Pinhanez et al. and Wren et al. [91][137]. As
described in Chapter 4, the case studies in this thesis represent
an emerging class of psychomotor edutainment.
• Methodology and guidelines, e.g., methods and tools for
prototyping perceptual user interfaces [108], design principles
for camera-based computer games [32], and guidelines for
usability testing and collaborative design with children [35][51].
Novel methodology for usability evaluation and prototyping was
also developed as part of the thesis work [57][58][59], but the
details are beyond the scope of this thesis. The methodology is
in a more prominent role in the doctoral thesis of my colleague
Johanna Höysniemi.
• Technology for detecting and understanding user input, e.g.,
face tracking [14] and computer vision-based human motion
capture in general [136][81]. This thesis describes some novel
computer vision technology, although the process was not
technology driven. Technology was developed only when
necessary.
• Psychology, e.g., studies of the emotions of the users
[118][119], and the effects of imperfect technology, such as
latency, a common concern especially in musical user interfaces
[40][42][103]. This is not my main area of expertise. Although
some related observations are made in this thesis, I try to be
cautious in drawing conclusions.
Chronologically, my work began with computer games played by singing
into a microphone [P3]. In those games, the computer visualizes the pitch
of the user’s voice, which can help in singing in tune [55][130]. The role
19

of computer-generated visual feedback in learning is the central theme for
this thesis, although I only realized it in retrospect when writing
publication [P3].
After the singing games, I continued by adding gestures as an input
modality, resulting in Kukakumma Muumaassa (QuiQui’s Giant Bounce),
a sports adventure game for children that aimed to get children moving
when playing computer games [P1]. Starting from a webcam-based
animation tool originally developed for Kukakumma, I sidestepped into
the realm of computer-aided animation. The result was Animaatiokone, an
installation/machine for creating clay animation, where visual feedback
again played a crucial role, for example, in making the animator aware of
the amount of movement between consecutive frames of animation [P2].
Finally, I moved on to Kick Ass Kung-Fu [P4][P5][P6], a martial arts
game for teenagers and adults, that recycles and refines the technology and
concepts of the earlier projects, especially the utilization of visual
feedback for motor learning.
1.4 Structure
The following treatment is organized so that Chapter 2 first reviews the
role of feedback in learning and gives an overview of the case studies. To
keep the overview compact, Chapter 2 focuses on concepts and interaction
design, and technological issues are discussed in Chapter 3. Finally,
Chapter 4 takes a retrospective look at the case studies as a whole and
reflects upon them in the context of edutainment (education and
entertainment) and educational simulations.
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2

NOVEL FEEDBACK SYSTEMS FOR LEARNING AND PERFORMANCE
This thesis is a collection of HCI case studies that describe and evaluate
novel applications for audiovisual signal processing technology. The
unifying theme for the case studies is education, or more specifically,
learning and practicing skilled performances, in this case athletic skills,
singing, and creating and animating clay figures. Using the terminology of
movement science, a skill denotes a capability that is developed through
practice, in contrast to an ability, which is mostly determined genetically
[104].
The main design principle is simple: A combination of screens,
cameras and microphones is used to provide visual feedback that can help
in analyzing and improving one’s skills. It should be noted that in an
interactive system, there is feedback by definition - human-computer
interaction can be defined as dialogue between the user and the computer,
a feedback loop of input and output [25].

2.1 Background
The role of feedback in learning and performance
There is several decades of research on the role of feedback in learning
and performance. Overviews and a history of feedback research can be
found, e.g., in papers by Bilodeau, Kluger and Denisi, Balzer et al., and
Newell [4][8][67][84]. Menickelli has produced a review of feedback
literature as part of his PhD thesis [80]. Schmidt and Wrisberg also discuss
the role of feedback in motor learning and performance [104].
Feedback, or feedback intervention (FI), means that people are
provided information regarding their task performance [67]. Thorndike
presented the initial theoretical arguments for the effectiveness of
feedback in 1913 [67]. According to feedback intervention theory (FIT),
“behaviour is regulated by comparisons of feedback with goals or
standards (and identification of gaps between the two)” [67]. It has been
asserted that “feedback enables individuals to understand and improve
their judgments, improve their expertise in the judgment task, and reduce
commitment to incorrect judgment strategies” [4].
There are various terms and acronyms for specific kinds of feedback,
such as knowledge of results (KR) and knowledge of performance (KP),
both of which are also referred to as outcome feedback (OFB) [4]. An
example of KR is when a physical therapist says “now” when a patient’s
limb has become fully extended, whereas KP refers to movement
characteristics, such as “your legs were slightly bent” [80]. However, KR
and KP are also used in an ambiguous manner [67]. Bilodeau commented
the diversity of feedback terminology as “knowledge and feedback
represent the core words, modified by other words such as results,
performance, psychological, achievement, intrinsic, extrinsic, extra,
supplementary, augmented, degraded, proprioceptive, incentive, social
etc.” [8].
Central to this thesis is the concept of augmented feedback (AFB), that
is, information which would not be available otherwise, in this case
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provided by the computer. It is assumed that natural and augmented
feedback operate on the same principles [84]. AFB can be concurrent
(provided during performance) or terminal (provided after performance)
[80][84].
Depending on the task and the form of AFB, it can either enhance,
hinder or have no effect on learning [67][80]. For feedback to be effective,
“it must be both needed and understood” [80] and it “must be presented in
a way that can be utilized by the learner to facilitate learning.” [125]. A
particular pitfall in feedback and training is that learners that constantly
receive AFB may develop a dependency on the feedback [80]. According
to Winstein et al., “The guidance hypothesis predicts that the guiding
properties of augmented feedback are beneficial for motor learning when
used to reduce error, but detrimental when relied upon.” [135]. In this
case, AFB may improve performance, but there may be zero or even
negative transfer to situations where the feedback is not present [80][139].
Excessively abundant and specific feedback has also been criticised by
Goodman et al. and Lange et al. [49][74].
In this thesis the focus is on motor skills that include both ballistic and
feedback-controlled movements. Many rapid movements, such as striking
an object, do not necessarily rely on corrective feedback. Once initiated,
they proceed in a “ballistic” manner, without further adjustment. Longer
and slower movements are often affected by feedback, but when practiced
repeatedly, they become increasingly ballistic. However, even movements
that have become ballistic can still be modified, disrupted, or stopped by
feedback, but typically only after the first 200 ms [79].
Exertion interfaces and digital sports
More than half of this thesis, publications [P1],[P4],[P5], and [P6] deal
with athletic skills and video mirror interfaces. The term “video mirror”
refers to a setup like the one in Figure 2, where the camera view is shown
on a screen in front of the user. Mirrors and video analysis are used in
many sports to spot errors in pose and motion. In research literature,
several computer-assisted motion and biomechanics analysis systems have
been described. Various approaches include user-assisted video analysis,
tracking devices, and computer vision [3][61][90][138]. There also exists
commercial software for analyzing sport videos [113][134]. More
examples of information technology for providing feedback for sports can
be found, e.g., in the review by Liebermann et al. [75].
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Figure 2. A test setup for an interactive video mirror for sports training, consisting of a
camera (1), camera view projected on a screen (2), user (3) and test instructor (4).

Video mirrors can be seen as a light-weight, unencumbered alternative for
virtual reality (VR) motor learning, which is a recent and active area of
research. As technology has developed, feedback studies have moved on
from verbal to computer generated and videotape feedback (VTFB).
Menickelli’s study indicates that “both self- and instructor-controlled
VTFB was more effective than either self- or instructor-controlled verbal
KP in learning a multiple degrees-of-freedom skill.” [80] Todorov et al.
showed that augmented feedback in VR can accelerate motor learning
[126]. Todorov et al. have been followed by the Just Follow Me VR
system by Yang et al., where a ‘ghost’ model emerges from the learner’s
body [139], the Tai Chi training system by Chua et al. [23], and a study of
the effect of AFB in VR on the drilling skills of dental students [131].
Non-VR motor training systems using computers and video projection
include the anticipatory cues for tennis by Shim et al. [107], and the
multimodal dance training system by Nakamura et al. [83], which consists
of a combination of wearable vibro-tactile timing cue devices and a robot
that moves a display in the dance space, indicating the desired amount of
translation.
Training with the help of video mirrors or replays is a particular form
of observational motor learning. According to Ferrari, “Observational
learning of a motor skill involves: (1) observation of a model, which
allows one to imitate and understand a modelled demonstration, and (2)
self-observation, which allows one to actively regulate one’s own learning
and performance” [39]. It is not clear how observational learning works
prior to actual movement, but “there is little doubt that a considerable
amount of learning, particularly that which occurs early in practice, comes
from studying and imitating the actions of others” [104]. Observation of a
model can promote error detection and correction capabilities, and
observers can detect timing patterns [104]. In relation to self-observation,
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Pollock suggests that observing a trainee instead of an expert can still
facilitate learning [93].
In general, there has been much research in perceptive user interfaces
and speech-based interaction. Interactive video mirrors and processed
video of the user have been used in games and art installations starting
from VideoPlace by Krueger et al. [72], where the two-dimensional video
image of the user interacted with computer generated animated characters.
Krueger calls the approach artificial reality, but it can also be considered
as augmented reality, especially if the background of the user is not
removed and graphics are only overlaid in the camera view. There are
commercial applications of the approach, such as the Eye-Toy camera and
related games for the PlayStation 2 games console [111]. The MIT Media
Lab Alive system is an example of a more sophisticated 3D interactive
video mirror where one can interact with computer generated characters
using gestures [137].
There are also many previous examples of human-computer interfaces
that require physical exertion. In the wake of Konami’s Dance Dance
Revolution video game released in 1998 [68], arcades all over the world
feature dancing games where the player has to perform combinations of
steps in rhythm to the music. Ishii et al. presented an “athletic-tangible
interface”, a ping-pong table that augments the sport with dynamic
graphics and sound [63]. Mueller et al. discuss social aspects of networked
computerized sports, based on a game setup with a regular soccer ball and
life-size videoconference screen [82]. Chi et al. present a wearable sensor
system that registers impacts in taekwondo competitions [22]. Physical
interaction has also been a part of many dance and theatre performances,
such as the various projects using EyesWeb [17][37], and the multicamera, multi-projection mixed dance reality by Meador et al. [78].
2.2 Interactive video mirrors for sports training
Publication [P4] shows how interactive video mirrors can combine the
benefits of mirrors and video in repeated performance and evaluation of
acrobatic and martial arts moves. The video mirror setup is shown in
Figure 2. The novelty is that motion analysis is integrated into the training
with a full-body user interface so that there is no need to leave the training
area to operate a computer or video equipment. Compared to VR motion
training, the mirror setup provides a wireless and less encumbered
interface.
If the camera is placed by your side, you can see yourself in a side
view while looking forward, which helps in martial arts training where
you should focus on the direction of your opponent. Using gesture and/or
speech control, playback and recording functionality can be used without
the athlete having to leave the training area to operate a computer or video
equipment. This allows the user to focus on the learning task.
Compared to videotapes and real mirrors, video mirrors have the
advantage that the delay of feedback can be freely adjusted. Visual
monitoring and movement reproduction delays play a complex role in
motor learning and performance. In a study by Carrol and Bandura,
observed action patterns were reproduced significantly better with
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concurrent visual monitoring than monitoring delayed by 75 seconds [18].
Concurrent monitoring, e.g., with help of a mirror, can help in immediate
spotting and correcting of errors. Watching yourself in a mirror can also
give you courage in moves where you would not otherwise know your
distance from the ground, e.g., when doing a Capoeira style cartwheel 1.
On the other hand, it is difficult to correct ballistic moves on the fly. When
practicing kicks with a mirror, one first kicks, then figures out what went
wrong and tries again. For spinning kicks where you can not keep your
eyes on the screen, it can also be beneficial to add a few seconds of delay
so that you can perform the kick and then immediately see it played back.
Skill retention can also be improved by delayed reproduction of a model
performance, which means that you have to retain, retrieve and produce an
action instead of simply imitating the model concurrently [104].
Publication [P4] compares the following three interfaces for
controlling the recording and playback:
• A system that estimates the amount of motion made by the user.
If the motion exceeds a threshold, the system starts recording.
When there is no motion for a specific time interval, recording
stops and the system begins to play the recorded video in a loop,
showing every other replay in slow-motion.
• Speech commands. The available commands are ‘record’,
‘play’, ‘stop’ and ‘delay’, corresponding to the possible states of
the system. In playback mode, the recorded video plays in a loop
with every other replay in slow-motion, similar to the automatic
system. In delay mode, live video from the camera is shown,
delayed by a user-defined amount.
• Overlay buttons and sliders operated with gestures, as shown in
Figure 3. The widgets (controls) move with the user, staying at a
constant distance. The widgets are derived from the motion
activated buttons overlaid in the camera view in Eye-Toy games
[111]. The framing of the camera view is looser than in Eye-Toy
to give the user room to perform large motions. Because of the
framing, static buttons could not be reached from all locations.
In the user study with eight martial artists in [P4], speech control was
ranked best four times and gesture control three times. The automatic
system had problems when a move ended in a different position than it
started from. The test subjects often stopped for a while and started
watching the replay, but then moved back to starting position, which
switched the system back to recording mode prematurely.
A clear advantage of speech commands is that commands can be given
from any location and pose. Speech commands are also similar to how one
normally interacts with a person using a video camera. However, the
limitations of speech recognition technology must be considered in
practice. Current speech recognition technology is robust only when
training alone and not speaking to fellow trainers. Noise from the
1

When learning a cartwheel, people often feel that they need to see how they place their hands on the
floor. In Capoeira, however, you are often instructed to keep your eyes on your opponent.
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environment and consumer grade hardware may also cause problems.
The overlay widgets appear to be a promising approach, although the
target environment must be considered carefully. For example, one user
criticized the overlay widgets for the reduced image size resulting from
the split screen. This can present a problem, particularly if a monitor is
used instead of a projected display. The widgets were also touched
unintentionally during high kicks and cartwheels. It was also noticed that
with a camera placed by the user’s side, the widgets are at first reached for
in screen coordinates instead of world coordinates, that is, when a widget
is in front of you, you try to extend your hand sideways to reach it.

Figure 3. Inspecting individual frames of recorded video with a gesture operated slider
that controls the playback position. The display is split into the camera view with overlay
widgets (1), model view (2) and inspected frame (3)

2.3 Mixed reality martial arts: Kick Ass Kung-Fu
Publication [P5] continues the [P4] with the goal of motivating training
through playful entertainment. The publication describes the design and
evaluation of Kick Ass Kung-Fu, a martial arts game installation where
one fights virtual enemies with kicks, punches, and acrobatic moves such
as cartwheels. The game is shown in action in Figure 4, Figure 5, and
Figure 6. With real-time image processing and computer vision, the video
image of the user is embedded in 3D graphics on a virtual playfield with
virtual opponents. The player’s movements are exaggerated so that one
can dodge the opponent's attacks by jumping several meters in the air and
landing behind the opponent’s back. Using dual projected screens, one at
each end of the playing field, one can also continue by counter-attacking
the enemy from behind.
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Figure 4. Kick Ass Kung-Fu, a mixed reality martial arts game, at Kiasma Theater during
PixelACHE 2004 (top) and 2005 (bottom)
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Figure 5. The Kick Ass Kung-Fu computer vision is flexible. One can play together with
a friend and use a variety of weapons.

Figure 6. Shouting supercharges the player in Kick Ass Kung-Fu.

Kick Ass Kung-Fu is a hybrid of games, sports, and performance. It
has been exhibited at various media art festivals, e.g., at Kiasma Theatre
during PixelACHE 2004 and 2005. The game is an example of designing
for spectator experience instead of user experience only [97]. In a theatre
show, we typically invite some skilled martial artists to do a show, but the
audience can step on stage too. The game was also used in the Finnish
television show Taistelevat Julkkikset, where celebrities fought against
virtual, cartoonized celebrities.
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Compared to previous work, the novelties of Kick Ass Kung-Fu are:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Computer vision technology that accurately measures impacts
but at the same time does not require wearable markers or
sensors and allows practically any weapon to be used (a sword,
nunchucks, thrown objects, etc.), and any number of
simultaneous players who collaborate against the virtual
opponents.
One can shout to supercharge oneself with chi (ki) energy, as
shown in Figure 6. Martial arts often emphasize the importance
of kiai (shout) in conjunction with attacks. Shouting can
intimidate the opponent, and makes the abdominal muscles flex,
preparing the body for a counterattack.
A novel video mirror setup with two screens and the camera by
the player’s side. This provides a good view of many kicks, and
lets the audience see both the real and virtual versions of the
game events. Combined with the robust computer vision, the
setup also supports collaborative playing and training. It is easy
to take turns and assess one’s own performance while watching
others play. In terms of observational learning, Kick Ass KungFu facilitates both observing a model and self-observation.
Exaggerated motion, meaning that one can jump higher and run
faster on-screen. This can make one feel more skilled than in
real-life, which can help motivate beginners.
The game provides a unique opportunity to apply film-style
martial arts techniques and acrobatic moves (cartwheels,
backflips). Many people like to practice aesthetic martial arts
tricks that are too risky to be used in real-life sparring. In Kick
Ass Kung-Fu, the tricks can be put to use.
Dynamic slow-motion. In a traditional game played with a
gamepad, slow-motion is trivial to implement since one can
press buttons to control the avatar even if it moves at different
speeds. In a physically interactive system with a one-to-one
mapping between the user and the avatar, slowing down the
avatar makes it go out of sync with the user. Kick Ass Kung-Fu
employs slow motion dynamically so that when you jump high
enough, the camera feed is slowed down, and when you land,
the feed is fast forwarded back to real time. One can first fight
with normal speed on the ground, then perform a flamboyant
slow-motion jump kick and continue with a series of punches
that get shown at faster than normal speed.

The exaggerated motion and slow-motion were inspired by martial arts
films and games. David Bordwell uses the term expressive amplification
of movement when analyzing the aesthetic of Hong-Kong action movies
[12]. “Expressive amplification is one major way in which the Hong Kong
film, as the fans like to say, goes over the top” [12]. Bordwell links HongKong movies to Eisenstein, who “believed that every movement activates
the entire body, and so in theatre and film one must ‘sell’ each action by
exaggerating the body’s role in forming it…This sort of stylized clarity,
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verging on cartoon movement, is quite different from the more subdued
performance style characteristics of contemporary Hollywood acting,
which tends to emphasize the face rather than the entire body.” [12]
Publication [P5] describes Kick Ass Kung-Fu and a user study with 46
martial artists. Publication [P6] examines Kick Ass Kung-Fu in the
context of an open exhibition where people could come to play the game
freely. [P5] is complemented with observations and interviews of children
playing the game. Children were observed to have more difficulties in
adapting to the profile view, but they were socially less inhibited, e.g.,
considering the shout interaction – we had to turn the shouting based
supercharge off because of gallery workers’ complaints about constant
noise. For adults, the supercharging works as an icebreaker – people are
shy at first, but when someone has the courage to shout and pose, the
audience cheers and applauds.
Furthermore, publication [P6] discusses the combined effects of fullbody interaction and violence in entertainment software. We propose that
game age ratings should be modified to also consider the realism of the
users’ actions, instead of the current focus on audiovisual realism of
harmful content, such as violence. The audiovisual focus can be explained
by the history of rating guidelines for non-interactive media, such as
movies. In interactive media, both user input and system output contribute
to the user experience.
To minimize harm, it seems that the input and output should be
consistently realistic or unrealistic. It is relatively harmless to play a game
with unrealistic cartoon violence using a game pad, but as the realism of
the user’s actions increases, so does the importance of realistic
consequences. It is generally considered harmful that video games do not
create realistic consequences for the aggressor [46] and the violent
behavior of the player is simultaneously rehearsed, rewarded and
reinforced in various ways including the addition of extra points, sounds
and game levels [33]. Embodied interaction seems to add a new pitfall
regarding the consequences – when punching air, one does not learn to
control the amount of force one puts behind the moves. This was
demonstrated by a four-year-old boy who punched his father when telling
him about Kick Ass Kung-Fu, although no harm was apparently intended.
2.4 Precursor: QuiQui’s Giant Bounce
Publication [P1] has been included in this thesis as a precursor to the video
mirrors and Kick Ass Kung-Fu. The publication presents QuiQui’s Giant
Bounce (Kukakumma Muumaassa), a game where the user controls a
dragon that flies when the one waves one’s hands and breathes fire when
one shouts, as shown in Figure 7. The game works on a personal computer
equipped with a webcam and a microphone.
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Figure 7. In Kukakumma Muumaassa (QuiQui’s Giant Bounce), the avatar flies when
the user waves his or her hands and breathes fire when the user shouts.

Before QuiQui, Freeman et al. developed several game interfaces where
the user controls an avatar with body movements [43][44][45]. To my
knowledge, QuiQui was the first computer game to let one express oneself
as the avatar using both body movements and voice (beyond speech
commands). The goal was to get children moving when playing computer
games and to support the development of their physical abilities and motor
skills. This was a fairly novel concept at the time of the game’s release as
a free download (2001), but it has now become mainstream with the
launch of the Sony Eye-Toy camera and games for the PlayStation 2
console.
Considering feedback and motor learning, QuiQui did not attempt to
support practicing any specific movements. The game had a less
elaborated goal of simply making children move. The user's actions were
not clearly and unambiguously visualized on screen, as the cartoon avatar
had only a discrete set of poses. Viewing the project in the light of the
later work, this seems its greatest flaw. The visual feedback can be
ambiguous, and the user has to explore the expressive capabilities of the
avatar by trial and error. Considering the avatar as a model for
observational learning, it could be thought that the users would start to
mimic the avatar’s movements. However, our experiences do not support
the assumption, as shown in Figure 8. Although the game was usually
found enjoyable, some users “got stuck” in poses that the avatar could not
copy. Getting stuck can be explained by approaching motor learning as a
multidimensional optimization problem, so that information (e.g.,
feedback), is used to “channel the search through the perceptual-motor
workspace to locate a task-relevant solution to the coordination function”
[84]. The avatar’s response to user motions can be thought to provide
gradient information about the error or fitness function of the
optimization. A zero gradient makes the search difficult, which can
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happen if the user experiments with motions and poses so far from the
avatar’s repertoire that the avatar does not move at all.

Figure 8. Test subjects learning to fly in QuiQui’s Giant Bounce. The figures at the
bottom are blurred because of rapid movements. The flying avatar has a rigid body and
three possible hand poses: up, horizontal and down, but this clearly does not prevent
users from experimenting other poses and motions.
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2.5 Computer games played by singing

Figure 9. Screenshot of a pitch-controlled karaoke game. The vertical position of the
hedgehog is controlled by the pitch of the user’s voice. If the user sings the song
correctly, the hedgehog stays on the path twisting along the melody. The words of the
song are shown at the bottom of the screen.

Figure 10. Screenshot of a pitch-controlled Pong-style game. The bats (black rectangles)
move vertically according to the pitch of the user’s voice. The screenshot is from oneplayer mode, where the bat on the right is controlled by the computer.

Publication [P3] describes two computer games played by singing into a
microphone, shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The games were developed
at Elmorex Ltd., where I worked as part of the PlaySingMusic team.
PlaySingMusic was a musical edutainment (education and entertainment)
game for children. Although the games were developed in 1999 and
PlaySingMusic was released as Soittopeli in Finland in 2000, nothing
could be published until 2004, when rival products had appeared.
The games provide visual feedback that can help in learning to sing in
tune and control one’s voice. Instead of trying to distinguish pitch, one can
see it because it gets mapped onto properties of visual objects in the game
graphics. Pitch has been defined as the characteristic of a sound that
makes it sound high or low or determines its position on a scale [101].
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Human perception of pitch is a complex process, but in the case of
singing, pitch corresponds to the frequency at which the vocal cords
vibrate [129]. The concept of pitch and related adjectives, such as “high”
and “low” are not always clear for people with no musical training. For
example, we found that when trying to sing “higher”, people may only
change the vowel they are voicing, for example, from ‘a’ to ‘e’, which can
be explained in terms of spectral changes that contribute to the perception
of pitch [101].
In the Hedgehog game in Figure 9, pitch controls the vertical position
of the hedgehog running on the horizontally scrolling background. The
player’s goal is to keep the hedgehog on the path that twists according to
the melody of the song playing in the background. Here, the ideas of
Welch et al. are applied in the context of a narrative and a game. Welch et
al. were the first to propose real-time visualization of pitch trajectories for
singing education, and show that visual AFB can help in learning to sing
in tune [55][130]. The hedgehog and the path are metaphors for the actual
and desired pitches. They provide concurrent AFB, and the prize awarded
at the end of the song provides terminal AFB. Publication [P3] also
contributes in the form of discussing the problems of pitch detection
technology when applied to controlling an avatar (see Section 3.2).
Howard and Welch suggest that exploring pitch contours is beneficial
for the development of singing [55]. The Pong game in Figure 10 provides
this kind of exercise. The game features visual feedback similar to the
Hedgehog game, but there is no desired melody to be sung. Pitch is
mapped to the vertical position of the bat, and the player tries to intercept
the bouncing ball with it.
The Pong game provides an example of combining turn-based and
continuous real-time control so that two players can share a microphone to
play against each other. In two-player mode, pitch controls both bats so
that they are always at the same vertical position. The players take turns in
singing or humming so that once a player hits the ball, it is the other
player’s turn to react and sing. In multiplayer games, one has to use
multiple control devices, or take turns using a shared control. Examples of
the former are Tekken and other martial arts games played with several
gamepads. Stewart et al. have also researched these kinds of interfaces for
collaborative work [115]. Having two microphones would make it easy to
implement a two-player game, because the pitch detection usually outputs
the pitch of the loudest voice. However, few users have the equipment
needed to connect two microphones to a soundcard.
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2.6 Visual feedback for animation: Animaatiokone

Figure 11. Front and side views of Animaatiokone, a machine for creating clay
animation. Animating takes place inside the transparent studio dome, where one can find
a camera, set pieces, modelling clay, and buttons for capturing and deleting frames, and
previewing the animation.

Publication [P2] describes Animaatiokone, an installation for creating clay
animation, shown in Figure 11. The main design goal was to hide the
complexities of technology and to make animating as easy as possible, so
that novice users could experiment and learn about clay animation in a
casual and fun environment, for example when waiting for a movie in the
lobby of a movie theatre. The installation is based on a personal computer,
a webcam, and a microphone.
Animation has become omnipresent in digital media, thanks to
software tools for creating and distributing animation. An early interactive
2D computer animation system by Baecker [2] was soon followed by a
scripted 3D system [20] and then a 3D animation system for people
inexperienced with computers [50]. Animation tools have then evolved to
the current software used to create web content, games, and movies. A
2.5D animation system has also been described [76]. However, although
many 2D animation systems use scanned, hand-drawn pictures as the
starting point [38], all research reported on 3D animation deals with
computer generated animation and there are no studies of computerizing
traditional clay or puppet animation.
Animaatiokone animations form a continuous story: The next animator
can continue from where the previous one finished or start a new scene,
but the previous animations cannot be deleted. The overhead display
allows other people to watch the animator at work and users also often
share each other’s clay actors, created on a table beside the installation.
The animations can be viewed at the installation’s homepage, where one
can check out what plot twists the next animators came up with and what
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perils one’s actors ended up in.
In general, there are several reports of experimental audiovisual tools
that explore new areas of expressiveness and facilitate social interaction
and peer-to-peer communication. Animaatiokone can be seen as part of
this branch of research, along with, e.g., I/O Brush and KidPad [54][102].
I/O Brush allows one to pick textures from the environment like colours
from a palette, using a camera embedded in a brush. KidPad is a
drawing/sketching tool with a shared zoomable canvas and multiple input
devices. Clay animation is also highly tangible, in which sense
Animaatiokone is related to tangible computing pioneered by Ishii et al.
[62].
For the beginner, clay animation is easy to approach. Instead of
manipulating curves and surfaces with a mouse, one can simply grab a
handful of plasticine and start modelling. Compared to shooting animation
on film or video, a computer can provide concurrent visual feedback,
which helps in improving performance in the same way as in the singing
games and Kick Ass Kung-Fu.
Animaatiokone provides low-latency terminal AFB through previews
that do not require rendering. For concurrent AFB, Animaatiokone has an
automatic onion-skinning display that was evolved through iterative
prototyping and testing with end users. The low-tech prototype is shown in
Figure 12. In the onion-skinning window, the camera view and the
previous frame are blended together, which helps in realizing how much
the clay figures move between frames. At the first frame of each
animation, the onion-skinning view shows only the camera view.
Publication [P3] also presents a novel, more powerful onion skinning
control for blending up to three images. The control was left out of the
installation to simplify the interface, but it is used in the recently released
Animaatiokone desktop software.

Figure 12. Left: The low-tech prototype of Animaatiokone consisted of a television, a
whiteboard with a camera rail and a simplified PC keyboard. Right: Sample frames of
animation created with the prototype.
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3

TECHNOLOGY
Human-computer interaction can be defined as dialogue, a cyclic process
where both the user and the computer express themselves and process
information [25]. Technology sets practical limits to the expressiveness of
the participants of the conversation. The limits are usually harder on the
input side of the user interface. The computer speaks but it does not listen
- audiovisual rendering technology has matured to a stage where consumer
PCs can output fairly realistic 3D audio and graphics, but we can not talk
and gesture to the computer as naturally as in human to human
communication. This thesis explores and in some cases expands the
expressive freedom enabled by computer vision and audio analysis
technology.

3.1 Background
Input and output devices
Cameras and microphones are still fairly novel input devices for HCI,
despite some thirty years of research and development. The first camerabased interactive system I know of was a digital musical instrument called
DIMI-O, developed as early as 1971 by Finnish inventor Erkki
Kurenniemi [73]. DIMI-O featured musical synthesis controlled by the
video signal of a video camera. Another early example is the camera based
motion tracker system VNS (Very Nervous System) by media installation
artist David Rokeby [29]. Rokeby created his first motion tracking
systems in 1983 and has been improving the technology ever since,
moving from dedicated hardware to software implementations (softVNS).
In the HCI literature, a better known pioneer of the field is Myron Krueger
with his seminal VideoPlace and other experiments [70][71][72].
For the singing games and Animaatiokone, microphones and cameras
are the obvious input devices, since they are used in non-computerized
singing and clay animation too. For QuiQui and Kick Ass Kung-Fu, other
input devices could be used, e.g., magnetic or gyroscopic position and
rotation sensors, and wearable flex sensors. Computer vision was selected
because it enables a natural and unencumbered user interface that can be
robust and accessible outside laboratory conditions. Wearable sensors and
markers were ruled out, because they are awkward if several users want to
play at the same time or by taking turns.
Regarding the computer’s expressiveness, the thesis projects utilize
conventional display devices and ordinary stereo speakers. No
technological innovations are presented, and the research focuses more on
what and how to display. Visualization and interaction using large screens,
as in the case of Kick Ass Kung-Fu, is an active area of research
[66][117]. Although 3d displays and immersive sound systems (see, e.g.,
Cruz-Neira et al. [27] and Lokki et al. [77]) would have provided
interesting design options, conventional hardware was chosen to create
systems that could be used with reasonable cost and effort outside
laboratory conditions, e.g., in homes, galleries, and at movie theatres.
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Practical computer vision
Computer vision and hearing are ideal technologies for the interaction
designer, since they mimic the primary senses we use in communication.
In many application contexts, they enable the game to sense all that the
interaction designer senses. In practice, machine perception is still far
behind human perception. Practical computer vision systems may partly
model human perception, but they are also engineered to utilize prior
knowledge available about the application and the problem domain.
Computer vision is both an art and a science – there are many ad-hoc
systems without sound statistical or mathematical basis [30].
Although computer vision is a relatively new field of research, there
are already several comprehensive textbooks and surveys
[1][30][81][110]. There are also books on specific topics, such as motion
analysis by fitting curves to image contours [9]. Many methods start with
common preliminary processing operations, such as edge-finding [110] or
background subtraction [127]. Background subtraction means that the
image is segmented into foreground and background pixels, often based
on a statistical model of the background. Other common building blocks
are digital signal processing methods, optimization, principal component
analysis (PCA), Bayesian methods, and least-squares theory, including the
widely used Kalman filter. In addition to computer vision textbooks, the
fundamentals are covered in textbooks on statistics, signal processing and
numerical methods [48][53][95].
In the context of this thesis, the relevant computer vision topic is
human motion capture. In addition to user interfaces, human motion
capture is useful for surveillance, motion capture for films and motion
analysis for rehabilitation and sports, to name a few. The surveys by
Moeslund [81] and Aggarwal and Cai [1] are good starting points for
getting familiar with the literature.
Motion capture methods can be divided into two categories:
• Model-based computer vision. A model, such as a deformable
contour template or a skeleton is fitted to perceived image
features, e.g., the silhouette of the user.
• Motion capture by contextually assigning meaning to low-level
image features, as in the game interfaces by Freeman et al.
[43][44][45]. For example, a computer game can be controlled
with a coloured glove by first finding the pixels with colour
close to the glove, and then mapping the location of the mass
centre of the pixels to the position or velocity of an avatar. This
kind of vision technology is heavily based on simplifying
assumptions about the context of use, in this case that the glove
is the only visible object with the colour of interest.
Model fitting methods search for a combination of model parameters
that maximizes a fitness or probability function or minimizes an error
function. Crucial to real-time model fitting is the dimensionality of the
parameter space. For example, Wilhelms et al. use a model of 70 body
segments, with a total of 75 degrees of freedom [132]. The search space
has several local optima, which makes the approach impractical for real-
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time applications. In Wilhelms’ case, a human assists the fitting, which is
practical in non-real-time applications, such as motion capture for movie
post-production.
For real-time model fitting, it is usually assumed that the tracked
person or persons perform only a subset of motions so that the search can
be confined into a practically small portion of the parameter space. The
assumptions can be implemented as constraints for optimization, or the
dimensionality of the model can be reduced using statistical methods, such
as PCA [9][110]. Furthermore, the search can be constrained by assuming
that the motion is reasonably continuous, so that the model parameters for
the next image frame can be predicted from the previous ones, e.g., with a
Kalman filter [9][110].
This thesis uses low-level contextual vision, because from the point of
view of usability, the degrees of freedom and the expressiveness of the
user must not be limited, but real-time operation in real-life conditions
must still be achieved. For example, in QuiQui’s Giant Bounce, we
observed a wide variety of unanticipated movements, shown in Figure 8.
A model that could explain all possible movements was considered too
complex for real-time model fitting.
In addition to model-based and low level approaches, computer vision
human motion capture can be divided into markerless/marker-based, realtime/offline, single/multiple camera, and user-assisted/autonomous
methods. Current systems achieve good results, given enough computing
time and/or multiple cameras [109][123]. Unconstrained single-camera
real-time markerless 3D motion capture on consumer computers remains
an unsolved problem. However, this may change in the near future, thanks
to advances in multimodal parameter estimation and stochastic
optimization methods, such as particle filters [7][36] and importance
sampling [56][109]. These methods generate random model parameter
vector samples that converge on the peaks of a fitness function or a
parameter probability density function. For each sample, the model must
be rasterized and the results have to be compared to the camera input to
evaluate the fitness or probability. This can be computationally intensive,
but the massively increasing computing power of GPU:s (graphics
processors) provides interesting possibilities for efficient implementation
of the methods [87].
Practical computer hearing: voice as sound paradigm
Perhaps the most common audio analysis task for HCI is speech
recognition. However, in this thesis, low-level audio features, specifically
signal power and pitch are used as continuous control signals. In 2001, at
the same time as QuiQui’s Giant Bounce was released as a free download,
Igarashi and Hughes introduced this approach to the HCI community as
“voice as sound” [60]. One of their example applications is a television
volume control where the user says “Volume up, ahhh” and the volume
continues to increase as long as the “ahhh” continues. Earlier, similar
features of sound have mainly been used to control musical user
interfaces. For example, in the Swim Swan performance in 1993, the pitch
and loudness of a clarinet were used to control musical synthesis [47].
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Speech input without actual speech recognition has been used in toys, such
as a parrot that repeats words [106], for which it is necessary only to
segment the input signal into words or phrases. The voice as sound
approach is analogous to the contextual low-level computer vision
discussed above.
3.2 Technological design of the thesis projects
Considering the technology of the thesis projects, Kick Ass Kung-Fu is
based on a novel combination of basic computer vision methods. In
QuiQui’s Giant Bounce and in the singing games, the novelties are more
related to finding a user interface approach that satisfies the requirements
of the application within the constraints of the technology.
The user-avatar and avatar-virtual interface layers
Usability engineering for computer games is a new and active field of
research [65]. The basic paradox is that a good user interface for utility
software tries to make things easier for the user, but a game usually
presents a challenge. According to many authors, challenge is one of the
central elements of a game [92].
For user-centered design of embodied games such as QuiQui’s Giant
Bounce and Kick Ass Kung-Fu, it is useful to divide the interface into
human-avatar and avatar-virtual interfaces [P1]. The human-avatar
interface denotes the mapping of the user's actions to the avatar's actions.
The avatar-virtual interface incorporates the interaction happening in the
game world, for example, puzzles solved by manipulating virtual objects.
In [P1] it is proposed that for a game to be usable, the human-avatar
interface should be as intuitive and transparent as possible. The humanavatar interface should allow the user focus on the challenge presented by
the avatar-virtual interface, to allow the user think and act from the point
of view of the avatar. This is related to Gold’s observation that in the
context of games, an interface does not simply denote a system of widgets
and control devices between the user and the program. Gold uses a doll as
an example:”The doll/child relationship is different: the child does not
interface with the exterior of the doll to reach some deeper ‘dollness’, and
I believe the same holds for video games.” [89]. It is a usability issue if the
user, as his or her real-world self, does not know how to move so that the
avatar moves to a certain direction. However, it is a more general game
design problem, for example, to design an opponent that presents an
optimal challenge in a martial arts game.
It may seem that designing an intuitive human-avatar interface is
trivial – one simply needs to make the avatar copy the user’s movements.
However, even if technology was perfect, this would only be possible if
the real and the virtual environments matched one-to-one. When the user
is standing and the avatar is flying, as in the case of QuiQui’s Giant
Bounce, the player-avatar mapping and suitable technology is best found
through iterative prototyping and testing with end users.
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User-centered design of real-time computer vision for children:
QuiQui’s Giant Bounce
To choose the right computer vision method one needs to carefully
identify and specify the requirements for the technology [30]. For HCI,
”Usability determines the requirements for technological innovation”
[26]. Since technology is not yet perfect, the task is to find a set of
simplifying assumptions that allow a computationally efficient computer
vision solution, but do not sacrifice usability.
Crowley et al. specify three main requirements for human-centred
perceptual user interfaces: robustness and autonomy, low latency, and
privacy protection [26]. The following additional requirements were
defined for QuiQui’s Giant Bounce [P1]:
1. Completely automatic operation without any learning stages,
initialization or settings that need user participation. Our goal is
that children can use the game without adult guidance.
2. The methods must adapt rapidly to changes in the environment,
including lighting and camera position.
3. The methods must adapt to the differences in various camera
models, including frame rates in the range 15...30 fps, noise,
motion blur and colour resolution.
4. The system must tolerate several visible humans, either one
player and viewers or several users participating
collaboratively.
5. The user must not be required to wear any specific clothing or
markers.
6. Low computational complexity to enable maximal
computational resources for the actual game application.
Before QuiQui, there was little written about designing perceptual
computer games for children in uncontrolled real-life environments, such
as homes and daycare centres. The previous systems were either
installations for galleries etc. [11] or were not tested extensively with
children [43][44][45]. The Intel & Mattel games were targeted for homes
[32], but they required a static background, which violates requirement 2.
We developed an initial vision-based interface prototype and tested it
using a novel usability evaluation method called peer tutoring, described
in detail by Höysniemi et al. [59]. The basic idea was that in order to
confirm that children can play the game without adult supervision, we
observed children teaching each other to play. The prototype was found
non-intuitive, and we redesigned it to cope with the most frequent way
children tried to fly in the test: They waved their hands to fly and
controlled the direction of the flight by bending their bodies. Later on, we
have also used Wizard of Oz (WOz) prototyping in which a human
observes the motions of the user and controls the game with a keyboard
[57]. Video recorded at the WOz sessions can be used for testing purposes
when the actual computer vision system is developed.
The computer vision solution for QuiQui uses image moments
(statistical moments of the pixel distribution of an image) as the salient
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features. The solution is a variation of moment-based vision investigated
by Freeman et al. [43][44][45]. To make the system adapt rapidly to
changes in the environment, background subtraction is not used. Instead,
the analysis is based on the differences of pixel intensities between
consecutive frames, as shown in Figure 13. The angle of the user’s body is
determined by a line drawn through a left-biased and right-biased masscenter of the nonzero pixels in the thresholded difference image. The
thrust for the flying is proportional to the number of nonzero pixels.

Figure 13. The computer vision in QuiQui. Left: original input. Center: absolute value of
the difference of pixel intensities in this and the previous video frame. Right: thresholded
difference and the line corresponding to the moments.

Combining background subtraction and pyramidal optical flow:
Kick Ass Kung-Fu
In QuiQui’s Giant Bounce, a cartoon avatar mimics the user’s movements.
This is possible in real-time because of the simplified motion of the avatar,
for which only the angle of the user’s body and the amount of motion are
required as the control signals. In Kick Ass Kung-Fu, the player must be
able to perform as wide a variety of martial arts and acrobatic techniques
as possible, which demands a different approach. Similar to Krueger’s
VideoPlace [72] and the games by Intel and Mattel [32], the video figure
of the user is embedded inside computer graphics after background
subtraction, as shown in Figure 4. This makes the human-avatar interface
transparent – the user is the avatar. The approach also provides accurate
visual feedback of the user’s movements.
There is not much written about computer vision in applications where
the user’s video image directly interacts with computer graphics, probably
because in many cases the technology involved is trivial, especially in a
controlled environment. It is often enough to test whether the user’s
silhouette and a visual object overlap, e.g., to make a virtual soap bubble
burst. For more elaborated interaction, a model can be fitted to the
silhouette. However, in an unconstrained case, the mapping between the
silhouette and the model is inherently many-to-many [15]. Pfinder uses a
model of coloured Gaussian blobs in combination with background
subtraction, apparently with good results, but it assumes that there is only
one user [136].
In Kick Ass Kung-Fu, the velocities of the outline pixels of the user
silhouette are found by computing pyramidal Lucas-Kanade optical flow
[86], as shown in Figure 14. All shapes that move fast enough generate
impulses to objects that they collide with. The impulses are proportional to
the magnitude and direction of the optical flow. Contrary to model-based
methods that could be applied in real-time, this low-level contextual vision
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system allows any number of simultaneous users with practically no
limitations to the movements or weapons that can be used. No
initialization phase is necessary between games or users taking turns.

Figure 14. Camera view (left) and computer vision debug view of a jump kick in Kick
Ass Kung-Fu. The crosshair shows the mass center of the user pixels and the lines show
the optical flow computed.

Computer hearing: voice pitch and intensity as the control
signals
In QuiQui’s Giant Bounce and Kick Ass Kung-Fu, the signal power of the
microphone input is used to trigger actions: QuiQui breathes fire when the
user shouts [P1] and in Kick Ass Kung-Fu, the players can supercharge
themselves by shouting [P6]. Technologically, this is trivial, as long as the
application is designed so that false triggers have no negative
consequences for the user. False triggers can be caused by background
noise, other people than the user, or sound generated by the application
itself.
In the singing games described in this thesis, the pitch of the user’s
voice controls the vertical position of an avatar [P3]. Pitch detection
(fundamental frequency estimation, f0 estimation) has been researched
widely since the 70’s [31][96][120]. With current computers, many pitch
detection methods can be implemented in real-time. The actual algorithms
used in PlaySingMusic cannot be disclosed. Publication [P3] discusses
pitch detection on a general level, and focuses on aspects of the user
interface that are visible when playing the games.
For the game or interaction designer it is important to note that no
pitch detection method is perfect. The performance is affected by
differences in people’s voices, the quality of the microphones and
soundcards, and interfering sounds from the environment. Publication [P3]
observes that a majority of the errors are octave errors and proposes a
solution: Pitch is transposed inside one octave, or to the octave closest to
the predicted/desired pitch. The publication also discusses the pros and
cons of the approach – for example, octave transposing ensures that people
with differently ranged voices can play together. On the other hand, it
breaks the one-to-one mapping between the pitch and the visuals, which
causes ambiguous visual feedback. For example, if the user makes his or
her voice quickly jump exactly an octave, the avatar does not move at all.
This was puzzling for at least one user who tested the pong game.
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4

DISCUSSION
The aim of this thesis was to explore what kinds of novel educational
software could be created with audiovisual signal processing technology
applied to user interfaces. As a result, a series of user interface prototypes
were developed and user studies were conducted. The ideas for the
prototypes were the result of the simultaneous observation of the
following:
• The needs or problems of a specific user group, e.g., the
difficulty of being aware of one’s body in martial arts training.
Awareness is increased by practicing in front of a mirror, but it
is difficult to look at the mirror during certain moves, e.g.,
spinning kicks.
• The potential of signal processing and computer vision
technology in solving the problems and satisfying the needs,
e.g., by constructing a “video mirror” that consists of a projected
screen, a video camera, and a computer [P4]. The computer can
delay the video feed so that one can observe a spin kick
immediately after completion. The video replays can also be
controlled with gestures without leaving the training area to
operate a computer or video equipment.
There are practically limitless possibilities beyond the cases presented
in this thesis. The cases were selected based on personal values
(education), interests (sports and audiovisual arts), and the resources
available. Despite the limited scope, the following tries to answer the
research questions by inspecting the common properties of the cases.

4.1 Psychomotor edutainment and interface technology
As a whole, the thesis projects demonstrate how novel interfaces and
technology can widen the scope of psychomotor edutainment, a form of
edutainment relatively neglected so far. I use the term psychomotor as a
reference to one of the three domains of learning in the taxonomy of
educational objectives by Bloom et al. [10][69]:
• Cognitive (intellectual abilities and skills, recall or recognition
of knowledge)
• Affective (interests, attitudes, values)
• Psychomotor (motor skills)
Bloom et al. divide educational objectives into classes or levels of
increasing complexity. For example, the classes for the cognitive domain
are knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation. The taxonomy was created to help teachers and other people
who deal with curricular and evaluation problems.
Bloom et al. did not complete the analysis of the psychomotor domain.
Harrow presents one possible division [52]:
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1. Reflex
2. Fundamental movements: applicable mostly to young children
(crawl, run, jump, reach, change direction)
3. Perceptual abilities: catch, write, balance, distinguish,
manipulate
4. Physical abilities: stop, increase, move quickly, change, react
5. Skilled movements: play, hit, swim, dive, use
6. Non-discursive communication: express, create, mime, design,
interpret
Considering traditional computer games and edutainment, the
psychomotor domain is largely unexplored, with the exception of creative
software for music and visual arts. Action video games can also be
considered to train hand-eye-coordination, at least at the lowest levels of
Harrow’s taxonomy.
The projects described in this thesis increase the diversity of skills that
can be practiced in a digital environment. QuiQui’s Giant Bounce and the
singing games are mostly related to Harrow’s levels 1 – 5. The games are
goal-oriented, and leave little room for improvisation and creative
expression. On the other hand, Kick Ass Kung-Fu and Animaatiokone
cover at least some aspects of all the levels. In its current form, Kick Ass
Kung-Fu allows the player to use a variety of fighting styles. Instead of
trying to get the highest possible score, people often prefer to experiment
with moves and watch themselves on the screens.
From the point of view of HCI research it can be noted that the
limiting factor in the use of computers for psychomotor edutainment is the
user interface. Pivec et al. suggest that learning activities should be
mapped to interface actions, and learning concepts should be mapped to
interface objects [92]. Using novel interfaces and interface technology, the
thesis work expands the scope of psychomotor edutainment for arts and
sports. In effect, the user interface is the educational content, in agreement
with David Rokeby’s notion of interface as content [29]. Skelly has also
noted that “video games are virtually all interface.” [89].
4.2 Action realism: the convergence of simulators and edutainment
Traditionally, psychomotor learning has had more emphasis in simulators
than edutainment. In a way, the thesis work represents a convergence of
the two. For a unified view of edutainment and simulators, a central
concept seems to be realism.
Combining education and fun is generally not easy, but even if a game
is designed for entertainment, one can learn from realistic game elements.
When one learns to play a game, realism has an effect on which aspects of
the gained skills and knowledge are applicable outside the game. Realistic
war games can educate about weaponry and tactics. In Wildlife Rescue,
“players who take the time to learn about their animals by using the
animal manuals are given useful information about food, medical
conditions, treats, and general animal facts.” [100]. In the context of
simulators, fidelity is a more common term than realism. According to
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Williams, “In simulations where skilled operation is a desired outcome,
high levels of fidelity will result in the user being able to more readily
transfer learned procedures to the real working environment.” [133].
On the other hand, reduced fidelity, detail and complexity can
sometimes be more desirable for beginners [16][94]. Oblinger talks about
a trade-off between realism and fun as “Games tend to be less real but
more fun; simulations have greater realism.” [85]. A major attraction of
computer games is that one can try out things not possible in the real
world. The same applies to action movies, which would be quite dull if
there were no unrealistic stunts.
In conjunction with Kick Ass Kung-Fu we have used the terms user
interface realism and action realism [P5][P6]. Kick Ass Kung-Fu is an
example of psychomotor edutainment based on action realism: a game too
unrealistic to be considered a simulation, but rather edutainment seeking
the optimal balance between realism and fantasy, or learning and fun. The
game employs the principle of selective realism, that is, only the elements
necessary to the goals of the learning exercise are provided [64][85]. The
user interface of Kick Ass Kung-Fu is realistic in that players actually
perform martial arts moves and get visual feedback of their performance.
The motivating fantasy elements are the exaggerated motion and
supercharge effects.
4.3 Critique: transfer of learning
The transfer of learning can be questioned in all the applications and
prototypes developed for this thesis in light of the guidance hypothesis –
the users can become dependent on the concurrent augmented feedback.
However, user response has been highly positive, and people have shown
strong interest in training their skills using the tools. The heart rates
measured show that Kick Ass Kung-Fu can provide intensive exercise
[P5], so that there can be health benefits even if the game is not optimal
for learning real-life martial arts. Sedighian and Klawe suggest that to
improve learning, feedback should be removed gradually [105], but it
remains a future research goal to find a way to achieve this, e.g., in Kick
Ass Kung-Fu. The player could possibly fight blindfolded, relying on
sounds and intrinsic feedback.
On the other hand, as the boundaries between simulations,
edutainment and games are blurring, so is the distinction between
simulated and real environments. There may be no need for a skill to be
applied in an environment where augmented feedback is not present, since
computers and games are ubiquitous in our everyday life. Many people
enjoy trying to get a high-score in a singing game at home together with
friends, but have no interest in performing publicly or otherwise applying
the obtained skill in “real” life.
The Staraoke game and television format is an example of the fusion
of training and performing with augmented concurrent visual feedback.
People compete in a singing game on television, so that it is natural to use
the PC version of the game for practicing at home [114]. Similarly, when
Kick Ass Kung-Fu is exhibited on stage in a theatre, it can be regarded as
a digital sport of its own, rather than a learning environment for traditional
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sports. For sports that share things in common, such as TaeKwonDo and
Karate, practicing one may support the practicing of another. It seems
logical to conclude that the same can apply to a combination of a digital
and a traditional martial art.
4.4 Design guidelines and lessons learned
I will now venture to conclude this discussion with some design guidelines
and lessons learned. One should note that the conclusions are not based on
hard scientific data. At best, they are observations and hypotheses to be
validated through future work.
Considering computer vision, I learned the hard way that one should
aim only as high as the application requires. It will still take some years
for computers to become powerful enough for a fully general-purpose
single-camera human tracking system. With limited computing power, the
more information one tries to extract from the video signal, the less
reliable the information tends to become. For example, evaluating the fit
of a complex model on an image is computationally intensive, which can
limit the frame rate that can be achieved. Simplifying the evaluation, e.g.,
by using lower resolution or fewer optimization iterations typically leads
to noisy tracking results. The results can be filtered to reduce noise, but
this reduces temporal resolution, analogous to a lower frame rate. It is best
to simplify the technology based on application-specific assumptions.
However, validating the assumptions and the solution typically requires
careful testing with end users.
I have also learned that one should not program a computer to do a
man’s work unless it is necessary. Wizard of Oz –style interaction works
not only in usability testing, but also in end applications. In particular,
people tend to have a better understanding of drama than computers. In
Kick Ass Kung-Fu, it was easiest to first implement keyboard controls for
the enemies instead of designing artificial intelligence. It turned out that
people often want to use the keyboard to play against their friends. Even
though we eventually programmed the AI, we still use the keyboard in
television appearances and other occasions where timing and character are
important. Furthermore, it was a lot easier to design the AI after concretely
playing the role of the enemies for hours. Kick Ass Kung-Fu also provides
automatic slow-motion replays of final blows, but the keyboard can be
used to manually trigger a replay when something interesting happens.
This thesis describes digitally enhanced experiences based on real-life
activities such as singing or kung-fu. There is no obvious way to select the
starting points, but at least one should probably avoid designing a
digitalized experience inferior to the original one. I think that
Animaatiokone, Kick Ass Kung-Fu and the singing games succeed in that
they preserve the essence of the original experience, and only enhance it
with feedback, scoring and special effects. Kick Ass Kung-Fu does not
deprive the player of the joy of physical activity. Instead, it reduces risk,
allowing the player to apply impractical but aesthetic moves in combat. As
a counterexample, I would think twice before attempting to design an
embodied snowboarding game. Even if an appropriate control scheme
could be developed, it would be difficult to compensate for the loss of
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experiencing real snow and sun, unless of course the game was designed
for off-season practicing.
4.5 Future directions
In the future I would like to further investigate the social aspects of
embodied games and digital sports. The audience or a group of peers is
what really seems to make a game like Kick Ass Kung-Fu work. Stepping
in front of an audience may take courage but it can be empowering as
well. Discussion and commenting promote innovation in playing
techniques and styles. In addition to developing commenting and
communication tools, such as uploading of game videos to a website, I
would like to study more closely how the game is perceived. For example,
it would be interesting to use an eye-tracking system to measure how the
audience’s attention is divided between the screen and the players. This
could inform the design of the game setup and visuals. Regarding the
visuals, I would like to explore the aesthetic and cognitive effects of
cinematic techniques such as overlapping editing, borrowing ideas from
the expressive amplification of movement of Hong Kong action movies
[12].
On the technical side, I am still working on computer vision based
human motion capture. I would like to develop a tracker suitable for
recognizing martial arts and gymnastics techniques in Kick Ass Kung-Fu.
This would enable at least elementary style-based scoring, which would
support creative expression and exploring of moves, making the game
more interesting for the spectators and the player community. Currently,
the more enemies you defeat, the more points you get. It would also be
very interesting to try out physical enhancements, such as ropes with
which you could swing and backflip, or a power track – a long trampoline
that could span the whole playing field.
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5

MAIN RESULTS AND MY CONTRIBUTION
The main results of the thesis and my contribution can be summarized as
follows. None of the publications [P1-P4] have previously formed a part
of another thesis. Publications [P5] and [P6] are also included in the thesis
of Johanna Höysniemi. All the publications have been peer-reviewed
based on publication-ready manuscripts. The reviews were single-stage,
except for [P5], published in the ACM CHI 2005 conference, where the
revisions made after the first round were reviewed. The ACM CHI papers
[P2] and [P5] have probably the biggest impact factors. According to
Citeseer analysis of the impact of publication venues in computer science,
ACM CHI proceedings are the most influential HCI publication,
surpassing journals such as ACM TOCHI and Interacting with Computers
[24].
Publication [P1]: A Computer Vision and Hearing Based User
Interface for a Computer Game for Children
The paper describes a novel embodied computer game where one can
express oneself as the avatar using both gestures and voice. The paper also
defines a set of requirements for user-centered computer vision
technology, elaborating on previous discussion. The computer vision
system described in the paper is rather simple and its use is limited beyond
the interface in question, but it serves as an example of a technical solution
that satisfies the specified requirements. I designed the user interface in
collaboration with Johanna Höysniemi, designed and implemented the
computer vision and hearing technology, programmed the game and wrote
all of the text in the paper.
Publication [P2]: Animaatiokone - an Installation for Creating
Clay Animation
The paper describes a computerized clay animation system. This
contributes to the considerable amount of research on software tools for
creative audiovisual expression. The paper discusses the final system and
user-centered design process, including design principles, technology,
prototyping, testing, and lessons learned. I designed the user interface in
collaboration with Ari Nykänen and Mikko Lindholm, conducted the
usability studies, designed and implemented the software and electronics,
and wrote all of the text in the paper.
Publication [P3]: Musical Computer Games Played by Singing
The paper discusses action computer games where the player sings into a
microphone and the pitch of the player’s voice is analyzed in real-time and
used to control the game. The paper presents observations and lessons
learned from developing and testing two games, and explains the
requirements and restrictions of pitch detection for such games. I designed
the pitch controlled pong game and wrote all of the text in the paper,
except for paragraphs 2-3 of Section 4.1.
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Publication [P4]: Interactive Video Mirrors for Sports training
The publication investigates how video "magic mirror" interfaces can be
used for sports training. The paper compares different interfaces: speech
commands, buttons and sliders operated with gestures, and an automatic
system that records all movement and plays the recorded video when
there’s no movement. The interfaces provide novel visual feedback that
speeds up repeated performing and analyzing of sports techniques, such as
spin kicks and cartwheels. I designed and implemented the interfaces,
conducted the user study and wrote all of the text.
Publication [P5]: Martial Arts in Artificial Reality
Here, we continue [P4] by introducing Kick Ass Kung-Fu, a martial arts
game based on a video mirror interface. The novelties of the interface are
that there are two projected screens, and the motion of the player is
exaggerated. We also describe how slow-motion can be used in a video
mirror interface. Furthermore, we present a novel combination of
computer vision techniques that allows any number of simultaneous users
and sets practically no limits to their movements or weapons used. I
designed and implemented the user interface and technology, conducted
the user study together with Johanna Höysniemi and Tommi Ilmonen, and
wrote all of the text.
Publication [P6]: Children’s and Parents’ Perception of FullBody Interaction and Violence in a Martial Arts Game
The paper continues [P4] and [P5] by studying Kick Ass Kung-Fu in the
context of an open exhibition where people could come play the game
freely. [P5] described a study of Kick Ass Kung-Fu played by martial
artists, and here we complement the study with observations and
interviews of children playing the game. The paper also contributes by
discussing the combined effects of full-body interaction and violence. I
developed the new features in the game, conducted the study with Johanna
Höysniemi and wrote a third of the text.
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